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ABSTRACT

Though consicierable litera.ture ex'ists for tire theory of ciigital
data processìng of mul t'i-channel t jme-series , the practìca1 implernettta'tion

of lrally of the progrants and algorithnrs raises serious djfficitlties from

the po'inL of Vjetu of processìng tìrres a.nd siora.ge requirenents.

A survey js made o'i ex'isting softtlare for a spec'ific tine

serjes application u viz. sejsmjc refract'ion data process'ittg. i'{eu¡ progr'ams

for djgital filteriirg and convolution have beett inplemeriteciu

where necessary, and existìng ones modified. Comparisons of processing

tìnres by dìfferent convolution nlethods are macle"

The related problern of optimum parameters in least squares

(l,Jiener) digiial fìlter desìgn is irrvestigatecl us'ing a linea.r predictiott

fìlter for refraction ciata enhaitcenrent" Prel'im'inary preciictiotr filtering
of actual data emphasjzes the neecl for careful ana'ìysis of autocorrelation

estima.tes and mealr square error terns be fore iarge scale appi ication of
jeast squar'es cilg'ita1 filters.
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ABSTRACT

rrougìr considerable literatuïe exists for trre theory. of digital
data processing of nultichannel tine-series, the practical irnplementation

of many of the pÏoglrams anð, zúgorithms raises serious difficulties frorn

the point of vierr' of processing tines ancl storage rec¡uirenents.

A survel, is made of existing softrr,are for a specific tinre

series a¡rplication, viz. seismic refraction data processing. Nelv

prograns l"or digital filterì-ng ancl convolution have bee¡ implemented,

wlre::e necessaqr, a'nd existing ones moch'-fiecl . Comparisons of proccssing

times by different convolution pïocesses are inacle.

The related problem of optintum paranìeters in least squaïes

(1{iener) digital r'i1ter clesign is investigated using a linear: precliction
filter for refi:action data enhancement. Preliminary pre<liction filtering
of actual clata emphasizes the neecl for careful ana11,sis of autocorrelation

estinates and nean squaïe error terrns before large scale application of
least squ.arcs digital filters.
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GLOSSARY OF TER}IS USE¡ IN. GEOPHYS-1.CAL- EXPLORATION

Rl., 8.., SHffiRIIF 6eophysics.; Vol. 33, no. I,
Feb'ruary,,1968.

Ambient noise:

Convolution:

Convolver:

Decibel (db):

Dip:

Deconvolution:

trlndesired sign'al dire to' rni-ccas-eismic ; . atmosph e ri c

and otlrer- effec.ts..

Tl,re cha:rge of wave' shape a.ss ¿tí-- resulf-- of: passing a

si-gnan tJl:rougli. a l:;i:rear' fi'lber:- (Sêe= Appendix C) .

An ar¡xi[iaÍy ccunputm- unrli:r'the-. control- of the main

coûqili¡r-terr which'. pæfò-rrns" 1-arg=voli¡ne; . high speed

rmrll l¡ipllications; an d additions-:,

A unnit used i:l expless.ilg: p.ol¡reî' or:"intensity ratios

or:10, togr.' of the20 lioE:OO olf the amp[iitLrdè: rrafib:

Trrcüreï: ratjjcl..

'llhe e'r¡,9.11e whish. æ lafLqctor;' o::' refiactor makes

Ì$irù the- lìro¡rizontal*.,

The :reverse. pÌoc.essi qf convoLirtion;. more specifically

:re'morv-ihg th.e fi.Itering acfibn^. of: the. earth I s

sr¡lb.,surface..

aln f,requency cclTrporents: wlthin a:, bandpass in order

to short'erl the setsmic pulse length. 
:¡:

The' o,r-igin'al tape' recor-d- obltain'ed- during actual field

recordings,. as opposed- to: a: processed.,tape made

from ihfc,rrnatio:r. which orì_g:jirates-. on:. another tape.

Thall part of, a s1¡s.t.en. whiclir discriminates against

some of the information entering it.

Predictive rieconvolutio'n: A spec'ial fcrrm of qo¡n¡o1i:tibn which equalizes

Field tape:

Filter:
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Frequency modulation. (FI,fJ : Mbdulation ü: wlii:ch trr-e. instantaneous

freqtrency of tlie modulated. wave, differs fron the

cari-rier fïequenq¡ by a¡r- amount- proportional to the

i¡,stanta¡reous value, of' tha- modulating wave.

Mohorovicic discontinuity: Seisnic. dïs.-contjrruity which separates the

ear-thrs crust. and. manll-h:. SjJuated at an average

35 kilometers b.elow tlie'continents. and 10 kilometers

b'e1or* the oceans.. Cliaraclerized: by an increase of

F-rçave velocïty' to ati.mrt S.km/sec;

Multichannel processing: Pro'cessing wh'eræij'¡, the, ctraracteristics are

p,arËi-a-lly b.ased: on. tlie clia:mcterisfics of other

ehar,mels..

Playback: F:nodusing a new, florm of.'æ- ssismii: record from

magnetic tapes on' o:tlier regroducible forms of

:reading.

P wave:

Reflection:

Refract ion:

A aornpressionzl or- lbmgj*rudüra't- s.ound wave travelling

fui the sub:s-urface.,

llhe energy' o:r'rr¡¿ïe Ê-rorn: a- shot: or:'other seisrnic

errergy souïce whicli has. b.e-en: returned or reflected

from an elas'tic i-npedance contras-t or series of

contrasts within. the eantli'.

Also knor,Jn as headwave or Mintropr:, 1.v¿vg; a conical

hrane. I{ave trave-L frorn. a:. point: source obliquely

do.,w¡mard to and along ar relati.vely high velocity

fo:imation and thence. olilj-:que1y upward (See Figure

(3.1) ) .



Refractor: Ä¡n extsrsÍve,. reLatj:re1-y.' hig+-, . velbcity Layer,

umde'rlyi:rg: Icl+er v.elocit¡ layers; . which transrnits

:ref,raqtion. wav,e n earJ-y. n*old-zont aI 1 ir ; .

Seismograns: A, seis,mic re-cord-.

Seismoneter: Geophoner. usralLy used- irr: groups-. ort arïays.

Shotpoint: The location: whers an. erç]bsive. charge is detonated

to cleate a sqirsrnic eneïSr.'source...

Signal-to-noise ratio; (S:/N):: Th-: ecrer-ry. of a¡.desiÍed.,event divided

hry æ.I.f the :remaini:rg. errergr (noise) at that time.

Time-gate: A, s¡r.eci'fì;c p-octi-on;or rihæ iirterval ,, of a tirne

se:ries..

Trace: A :record. of one- sei:sglib: char,mel- --usuaI1y used in

conjìunctionr r+jiü}i-- galvanometÞTr- orr- catho de ray tub e

dn-s¡r.I4¡ts o:i' x€ßctrl s.. .



CHAPTER I

INTRODUSTION

1.1 Time Series .Analysis.

The use of digital conputers for the analysis of tirne series,

i.e. data which is recorded sequentially in time, leads to many appli-

cations in a wide variety of fields of study, including such diverse

topics as share prices on stock exchanges, electrocardiographs,.

rneteorological forecasting and rnany others. The practical problems

which arise when large arnounts of such data have to be processed wil1,

therefore, effect nany computer users and, though this paper deals

with a specific type of time series data, viz. multichannel refraction

seismograms, the problens and their solutions are, ín fact, quite

general and will find application whenever digital time series are to

be processed on a general purpose computer.

L.2 Seismic Data Processing

In the last twelve months seismic data, recorded by the

University of Mani.toba Geophysics department on frequency modulated

nagnetic tape, has been converted to IBM digital format. There is,'

therefore, a potentially large anount of digital data processing which

could be carried out and the development of effective software for this

purpose is of prine importance. The main objective of this thesis is

to survey and investigate the techniques available for efficient and

practical digital filtering



A considerable body of literature concerníng the theory of

seismic data processing now exists, however, most of the programs and

subroutines, so far published, are not practical for ininediate implement-

ation. Tliis is particularly true when extra-1ong multichannel time

series, such as the seisnic records considered here, are encountered.

The two main problems concern stoïage and processing times.

storage difficurties arise in the design and computation of multi-

channel filter coefficients while processing times can become prohibitive

when these filters are applied to long multichannel time series.

A related problem is the choice of suitable parameters in

filter design with regard to conputational effort involved and effective-

ness of the filter in signal detection and enhancenlent. For the purpose

of investigating the optimization of these filter païameteïs, a multi-

channer linear prediction filter pïocess was devised and tested on

recent seismic d.ata. In addition to having immediate practical value

to seismologists, this filtering pïocess also serves as the basis of

the rnore sophisticated technique of predictive deconvolution.

1.3 Reviel of Original Research

The basic theory and principles of digitar seismic data

processing were developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

by the Geophysical Analysis group in the period from 1952 to 1957, under

the directorships of Enders A. Robinson and stephen lr{. símpson. The

task of this group was to attempt the realization of Norbert Wienerrs

tine series concepts on the lVhirlrvind I conputer for the solution of



problems in seisnic exploration for oi1 11].

In 1960, S. M. Sinpson and E. A. Robinson became associated

with vELA LJNTFORM, an Advanced Research Agency project at M.r.T., similar

to the Geophysical Analysis group, but this time concerned with the

problens of detection of underground nuclear explosions [2].

In addition to the many theoretical papers published as a result

of the work of these two groups, tr^/o sets of conputer pïogïams have also

been published [3,4]. The first, by s. M. sirnpson in FORTRAN Ir and

FÆ, is largely specialised to IBM systen 709, 7090 and 70g4 computers.

0f the 267 programs, 90 only are written in FORTRAN, while the renainder,

including the convolution subroutine, are written in FAp.

A second suite of prograns, by E. A. Robinson ï41, is notable

for the development of multichannel routines. However, most of the

subroutines are written for demonstration purposes rather than efficiency

and the author suggests nodification of the prograns if significant

amounts of data are to be processed.



CHAPTER II

BASIC CONCEPTS

2.7 General SeiSmic Pfinciples

The seisnic surveying method is based on the reflection and

refraction of longitudinal cornpression v/aves in the earth,s subsurface.

A seismic record obtained by a controlled impulse device at the surface,

as opposed to an earthquake seisrnogram which records hraves initiated
by naturally occurring phenomena, permits depth and dip measureïnents

on the various velocity discontinuities at which reflections and

refractions have occurred. To achieve this, the time interval between

the energy impulse and energy arrival is rneasured; the actual energy

path and the velocities encountered by the returning ruaves also have

to be known or assumed.

Theoretical seismic energy arrivals in a simple two-velocity

layer geologic model are shown in Figure 2.1. The conventional energy

source is a charge of dynamite at a designated shot point. Energy

returning to the surface can only do so if it has encountered rocks

of higher density, and hence higher velocity, and has been reflected,

o1, in the case of refraction, if it has travelled along the interface

at the higher refractor velocity, as shown in Figure 2.r(a). There is

a certain critical distance from the shot point, beyond which refracted

energy lvil1 arrive before energy travelling directly a1ong, or near to,

the surface.
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Energy_arrivals for all offsets from the shot point are shown

in Figure 2.1(b). Refraction arrivals have an appaïent velocity which

depends on the angle of dip of the velocity interface and the ratio of

the overburden and refractor velocities (Vo/Vr). Reflected energy is

usually recorded at, or near, the shot point, while refraction records

are obtained, as shown, by positioning the seismometer artay at a

suitable offset from the shot point.

2.2 Refraction Records for Crustal Studies.

Seisnic refraction records taken by the Geophysics department

of the University of Manitoba are designed for studies of the earthts

crust. The prinary objective is the study of refractions fron the

massive velocity discontinuities at the base of the earthrs mantle

(the Mohorovicic discontinuity). The implementation of suitable digital

data processing techniques to this type of refraction seisrnogran is the

rnain topic of this pup"t.

The data is simultaneously recorded on photographic paper and

on frequency modulated magnetic tape. Basically the record comprises

the output of 72 seisrnometer groups rvith a radío transnitted standard

time signal to deternine the actual shot instant. A standard tining

device gives tine calibration (timing lines) on the photographic

records to within approxinately 2 millíseconds. Details of the field

recording system are given in Appendix A.

After the data has been recorded on magnetic tape, playbacks

at different frequency and amptitude settings can be nade to improve

the data quality. Three such playbacks are shown in Figure 2.2. In
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each case the output of the IZ seismornetÐ'group$ is; shown with the

10 millisecond interval timing lines... The Erace Êôr the radio

transmitted time signal is no,t di'qplayed-.

Record R-50 shor'¡s we,trI defined. st'ergy'arrj"vals frorn a

deep refractor, while :ieco'rds R-83. a¡rd R--49. show suc.cessively weaker

energ-y onsets. Operatio,nal considbratiors ofte¡. preclude the recording

of perfect refraction arrivals; for examp-lb:,. tJrs saismometer array for

record R-83 was at a dista¡ce of some 7O0-' lijil-omqters. fiom the shot

point, while record R-49 rnias a:l experi-nsr.Eal s-hat. taken with a nuch

s¡na1 ler charge of dyn*mite thair.r th:at nnrmælb/. used.. As can be seen

fron the playbacks, though the euergy i¡n-crsasæs.to: the right of the

record (i.e. with increase of tihre,),. the ac,tr:al tirne. of onset of the

first energy arrivals (F-naves)ì is diffiauilti to: dè.termine because of

their low energy in conpari-son to th.e anbirentmjiro-s-eismic noise. The

different appearances of the tÈree, playh.a,cks:-, i.sr i¡¡- some measure due to

the different instti'**rrf settings.

After conversion of these fïe.Id üapes- to: digital format,

following the systen in Appendix A.,. digitali dàta.p,r:ocessing techniques

can be applied to recorûç such as RB-S and R-49 to: improve the signal

to noise ratios and hence the accuracy' i.n. tiÌning of:'the refracted

energy arrivals.

2.3 Principles of Seisnic Digital FiIters.,..

The theory and concepts of digital Êi-Iters,are given by

E. A. Robinson [5], but the suacessful app'Iicaüion of'these techniques

cannot be achieved without a fuII understanding of the theory. An



outline of these principles is given below

2.3.1 Least Squares Digital Filtgrs.

The basic problem in the lttíener theory of signal enhancement

is the deternination of the numerical values of the filter coefficients,

(fo,fl ,f2,..) which, when convolved with the input time series

(*or*1 ,xz,..,xrr.), produce an output tine series (la), which is an

approxirnation to a desired output series ("ì. The forrn and specifications

of the desired output constitute the various types and special cases of

the different digital filters.

The solution of this problen, as applied to seismic data

processing, depends on the assumption that the input and desired output

time series are stationary statistical processes, i.e. their statístical

properties arîe tine invariant.

Figure 2.3 Linear Filter Model

The approxination criterion is taken to be the ninimization

of the mean square error between the desired output ("ì and the

actual output (fr). The resulting filter is considered' to be tine

invariant over the range of its applicability.

Other approxination criteria have been proposed and tried [O],

but the classical least squares 
"ppto*i*ution 

appears to be the best

criterion, particulatly as a fast recursive nethod for the solution
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of the normal equations has been developed by N. Levinson [10] and

extended to multichannel filters by R.wiggins and E. Robinson [11]..
The stationarity of seisnic noise has been investigated by

J. N. Galbraith lrJ and R. A. Haubrich Is], both of whom concluded

that nicro-seismic noise could be considered stationary oveï most

records investigated and nearly stationary oveïr all records. Moreover,

the widespread success of rnethods based on this assunption further

substantiates its validity.

2,3.2 Optimun Finite Filters

The determination of the numerical values of a specific

filterrs coefficients is carried out by the solution of the normal

equations. These equations are derived under the assumption that,

whereas infinite sums from -oo to +æ cannot be realized in practice,

the finite sum, over a sufficiently .1ong tine interval of discrete

data samples, will be a close enough approxirnation. The optimization

criterion is taken to be the nininization of the mean square erïor

between the desired output time series and the actual output series;

this is the classical least squares nethod. The ful1 nathematical

derivation of these equations is given in Appendix B.

As can be seen frorn equatj-ons (8.8) and (B.9) in Appendix B,

the filter coefficients can be expressed in terms of the autocoïrelation

of the input series and the cross correlation of the input series with

the desired output series. Theoretically, the mean squaïe emor can

be reduced to any desired snall value by taking a sufficiently long

filter. In practice, increase of filter length beyond a certain point

produces no reduction in the nean square error, as is shown in
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Chapter IV. Any nethod, of solution. of the normal equations which

alIows monitoring of the error term as increasingly larger filters are

conputed is useful in that it provides a means of avoiding unnecessaïy

computation.

The direct method of solution of equation (8.9) by inversion

of the autocorrelation matrix is not used in practice. The auto-

conelation rnatrix can be shown to be a Toeplitzl matrix t I ].
2.3.3 Recursive Method for Filter Operator Determination.

Filter operator coefficients are determined numerically by the

solution of the normal equations, see paragraphs 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. A

fast recursive method for this was originally devised by N. Levinson [10I

and extended to nultichannel case by R.A. Wiggins and E. A. Robínson [11,12].

The ful1 rnathenatical theory can be found in the original paper [il].
Briefly it consists in constïucting auxiliary sequences (orthonormal

polynomials) .for each autocorrelation rnatrix, from which a recursive

filter polynomial can be derived.

The recursion (which is actually an interation in the FORTRAN

program) can be stopped when any of the fcllowing three conditions occurs

i) The filter reaches some rnaximum pre-set length,

ii) the normalised mean square error reaches some preset minimum,

iii) the normalised mean square error shols no appreciable decrease

after successive iterations.

1*' A Toeplitz matrix is positive definite hernitian, with elements
constant along any diagonal, so that if the matrix is n x n there
are only n independent 

"letn"ttts 
rather than nt.
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The nain advântage of the
:

tíne is proportional to the square

the cube as in conventional methods

2.3.4 Prediction Error Filters.

technique is that the computation

of the filter length rather than

:

Using the principles of least squares filtering, a sample of

noise on several traces, prior to the first energy arrivals, is chosen

and a nultichannel filter is computed whose desired output is specified

as the actual value of the sampled traces at a rater time. This then

is a prediction filter and it is the basis of the prediction error

filter. Under the assumption that the noise characteristics remain

stationary for a tine outside the sample interval (or time gate), the

nultichannel prediction operator is convolved with the input time series

to produce a prediction of the noise at a future time, equal in duration

to the length (in time units) of the prediction span

The predicted noise is then subtracted from the actual noise

present at that later time: the resultant being the prediction error

series. rf the prediction filter is reasonably successful in

predicting the noise, the amplitude of the error series can be expected

to be sma11 until the incidence of a signal, in the form of the first

energy refraction arrivals. The signal cannot of course be predicted

fron the statistical properties of the ambient seisinic noise and a

large increase in amplitude in the prediction error series indicates

the signal arrival.

An important factor in this type of filtering is that signal

distortion ocours only after a time delay equal to the prediction span.

Thus, for the time represented by the prediction span, the prediction
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error series is, in.fact, the required signal, at a much reduced

background noise Ievel

2.4 Digital Filtering of Data (Convolution)

The application of a specific filter to an input time series

produces a filtered output series. The output represents a linear

transformation of the input data, the actual form of the'transformation

depends on the design criteria of the filter and the process by which it

is carried out is known as convolution. A fulIer explanation of

convolution is given in Appendix C. Briefly, it consists of a noving

sumrnation of the input series data elements which have been weighted by

an amount equivalent to the coresponding filter coefficient.

In both single and nultichannel fíltering processes, therefore,

it can be considered as a sequence of nultiplication and additiorr.

operations.

Alternatively, convolution can be shown to be mathematically

equivalent to polynonial multiplication, where the data elements and

filter weights are the polynomial coefficients of the z-transform. In

the nultichannel case the polynomial coefficients are matrices, or,

as Robinson [i3] has shown, the multichannel case can be represented

by lambda matríxl nultiplication.

1 R turbda rnatrj-x is a matrix witir polynomial elenents.
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CFIAPTER III

SEISMIC DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

3.1 Introduction.

The practical inplementation of the filters a s descrj_bed in

the previous chapter raises serious problems fron the point of view of
storage requirements and processing times. Excessíve storage require-

nents occur when rnultichannel filters of lengths greater than 100 have

to be computed. A1so, it is impractical to store a cornplete channel in

core, let alone a complete 12 channel seismic record.

With regard to processing times, these become prohibitively

add operations are employed, even when only a specific portion of a

trace or channel is processed.

This chapter deals with the nethods of overcoming these

problems and compares the performances of the prograns developed with

previously published results.

The starting point in the implenentation of data processing

routines for seismic data processing is the trvo sets of subroutines

published by s. M. simpson [i] and E. A. Robinson l4l. several of

these subroutines \,Jere taken and modified, and new subroutines rvere

implemented when the existing programs were found to be inadequate.

Two other progïam sources which were checked and to which

reference will be made are the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package and

a suite of programs by D. W. McCorsan [14].
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A ful1 index of all subroutines referred to, together with their
functions, authors and comments, is given in Appendix E.

3.2 Storage Requirernents

3,2.I Channel Segmentation - Sectioning.

fn general the refraction records to be processed consist of

up to 4.0 x 106 bytes of information, comprising 12 channels of

approximately 5 minutes of signal output,. sarnpled at 1.7 millisecond

intervals. Though the maximum processing effort would nornally not be

applied to the whole seismograrn, the best method of dealing with such

quantities of data is to process it in piece-meal fashion, thereby

considerably reducing core storage requirements. Breaking the multi-

channel time series into contiguous disjoint se'gments on input is

usually terlned trace segmentation or sectioning. Apart from the storage

economy thus achieved, two additional factors have to be considered.

Firstly, as is shown below in paragraph 3:3.4.I., there are

theoretically optinum section lengths which should be chosen when

convolution is carried out by the Fourier transform product nethod.

Secondly, when an input data series is processed by a linear

filter, the resulting output section is greater in length than the

input section by an amount g-1, where q is the length of the filter.

This end-effect has to be taken into account when the input data is

sectioned, though none of the published subroutines do so. Fortunately,

the necessary modification is fairly simple, as convolution is both

associative and commutative, and all that is required is ternporary

storage of the extïa elements for subsequent addi-tion to the following
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convolved section.

All the programs, rvhose inplementation is described below,

have been modified or designed for repeated convolutíon of sectioned

data series.

3.2.2 Computation of Multichannel Filters using Auxiliary Storase.

The algorithm of l{iggins and Robinson tl1] for the computation

of the generalized multichannel !{iener filter has been programmed in

FORTRAN IV by E. A. Robinson [4], (subroutine ]IIENER). However, practical

application of this collection of subroutines was found to be severely

linited with regard to filter length and the number of channels used

because of rapid increase of core,storage requirements rvith increase of

filter lengths and number of channels. In fact, with an effective upper

Storagelimit of approximately 64,000 single precision words (256k bytes),

on the university of Manitoba rBM 360-65 computer, the maximun

realizable length of a 12 channel filter was found to be approxirnately

60.

This program was, therefore, rnodified to include temporary

storage, on a direct access disk file, of the three dinensional

correlation matrices and auxiliary polynomials. The saving, in words,

attained by using this nodified program (I{IENRS) is given by:

n x m x (4q + 1),

where n is the number of input channels,

m is the number of output channels and

q is the length of the filter.
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channels

to 57,744

For a filter

fron 12 input

words or 226k

of length 100, which is

channels, the reduction

bytes, see Figure 3.1.

to produce 12 output

in core storage.amounts

3.3 Processing Times.

3.3.I Convolution Methods.

The convolution of discrete data series to produce correlation

matrices and the convolution of time series with digital linear filters

to produce filtered output are two of the basic processes in the

reduction of digitized time series. The convolution pïocess is also

prohibitively time consuining if large filters or long time series are

employed and direct (polynomial nultiplication) methods are used.

Many cornmercial companies, who deal with seisnic data

processing, solve this problen with special purpose hardware and

ttconvolvers", e.g. Digital Consultantst CFE-1 and Texas fnstrumentsl

TIAC 870

I\tren special purpose hardware is not available, two nethods

can be used. The first is to devise a convolution pïogran which groups

multipliers so as to replace multiplication by addition, which is then

carried out by a linear program. One such program is subroutine PROCOR,

developed by s. M. sinpson 13] and used by rhe Geophysical Analysis

Group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Unfortunately, the

progran is published in FAP and in this form can only be impremented

on IBM 7094 conputers.

The second nethod takes advantage of the fact that the con-

volution of two time series can be shoivn to be equivalent to the
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product of their respective Fourier transforins. Since the introduction

of the fast Fourier transform technique, in 1965, by J. w. cooley and

t *. Tukey [15], this method has had a very wide and far reaching

impact on methods of nurnerical convolution.

Specialized subroutines such as PROCOR are largely rnachine

dependent, and because comparisons of processing times show that

indirect convolution using fast Fourier transform products is, in fact,

the faster method for extra long time series (see paragraph 3.g.5,,),

this latter technique is the one dealt with in this paper.

3.3.2 Convolution Using Fourier Transform products.

The numerical convolution of two discrete tine series functions

x(t) and y(t) both of length n, is defined to be:

where r is the lag and the convolution is said to be formed by lagged

products. rf the Fourier transforrns of the tlvo series x and y aïe

found, then, using the convolution theorem, this same numerical

convolution can be expressed as the inverse transform of the product

of the Fourier transforrns of x and y,

C(k) = X(k) x Y(k), k=l ,...,2n-I,

where C(k), X(k) and Y(k) are the Fourier transforms of c(r),x(r)

and y(r) respectively. Then if the inverse transform of C(k) is

obtained the result is the 'convolved output c(r).
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In the direct conputation of the nurnerical convolution there

are n(n+I)/2 multiplications and additions, plus associated indexing

operations. The nunber of operations required to obtain the Fourier

transforrn of a series of length n, using fast Fourier techniques, is
proportional to n(logrn). rn this case n must be a power of 2,

i.e. n=2fr, where n is a positive integer. The reduction ín

computation time achíeved by use of Fourier transform products to

compute the convolution depends on the lengths of the series x and

y, and on the progran details. R. c. singleton [16] reports tests

" which show a 16:1 tine advantage for the transform product method over

the direct nethod, for n = 256, while T. G. Stockham [17] states that

speed-up factors of 50 have been realised with n = 1000.

3.3,3 Fast Fourier Transform Methods.

The fast Fourier transform technique is an algorithn to find

an approxination to the Fourier transform of a function by computing

the finite discrete Fourier transform. Given n data points,

xorXl,...rXn_l, the finite Fourier transform is given by Io,y1r...,yrr_1,

The given data points can be recovered by the inverse transform:

Equations (3.3.3.1) and (3.3.3.2) can be rewritten in rnatrix

notation as

n-1

,, = f \ " 
2rijk/n,i 

= o, 1, ..., n-l (3.g.3.r)
k=0

n-1rxr = l/n L r, "2rijm/n, m = 0, 1, "', n-1 (s.3.3.2)
j=o
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Y = XW, (J.S.9.3)

and x=YIrr-I , (3.3.3.4)

where IV isthe nxn natrix t.2rlkj/q¡ k,j=0,1,...,r-1.

The fast Fourier transform algorithm is based on the

factorízation of the natrix w into n sparse matrices and a permu-

tation matrix with the requirement that n be a porver of z. By

direct computation this process would require n2 nultiply and add

operations, while the fast Fourier algorithm requires only n x n logr(n)

operations.

Several versions of the original algorithm have been published

in prograrn form and are listed in the subroutine index, viz. cOol,

FIARM, FFT4 and NL0GÀ1. The particular subroutine used in this paper

is NLOGN (auth. E. A. Robinson), which itself is a later version of

subroutine C00L. Subroutine COOL is nachine dependent and will not work

on IBM system FORTRAN machines, whereas NI;OGN is suitable for any

FORTRAN system

3.3.3.I. Fast Fourier Transforn for Real Input Series.

Most fast Fourier transform programs are designed for

complex input series. A further reduction in computation time can be

achieved for seismic tine series, which are always in real form. Both

real series, which are to be Fourier transformed, are combined, element

by element, into the real and imaginary parts of a series of complex

numbers, which resultant conplex series is then used as the input

series to the transform subroutine. This reduces, by half, the

number of transforms required. The Fourier transforms of the two real

series can be recovered from the joint transform by making use of the
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latterrs s¡.rnmetry properties. A¡ outline of such a computation

scherne is shown in Figure 3.2.

,3.3.4 
Convolution of Seglnented Time Series Using Transform Products.

3.3.4.1. Optimun Section Length.

When a linear digital filter is applied to a seisnic trace the

basic process is one of nunerical convolution of the filter coefficients

with the input tirne-series. Typical single channel paraneters would be

a filter of length 50 and a seismic tïace of length 96,000: this being

equivalent to approximately 60 seconds of record tine on a refraction

record digitized at a r.7 millisecond sample rate. obviously, in

terms of storage, it would be extremely wasteful to augnent both the

input trace and the 50 point filter vectoï to equally dimensioned

vectors of length 65,536 (=21t) for convolution by the Fourj-er transform

product rnethod. rnstead, the input time series, which is to be

filtered, is partitioned into sections or segments.

Both stockham [17] and Genrlemen [18] deal with sectioning.

Stockham gives, for the time required for sectioned convolution using

fast Fourier ttansform techniques, the relationship:

t = k"a x (2K + 1) X n X logr(n) * k"r* x k xn

where T is the tine in seconds for the convolution of a filter of

length q with a series of length p, partitioned or sectioned into

k sections, each of length pt.

The constants k.t and k".r* are nachine constants, which

for Stockhamrs implernentation on an rBM 7094, were measured as 60 and
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300 microseconds respectivery. The variable n is the length of the

convolved section and must be a power of 2, i.e.

n = 2fr (m is an integer),

and n > p' * q - 1.

The second term on the right hand side of equation (S.3.4.i)

is the time required to complete the auxiliary processes.

For the purpose of finding the optirnum section length, i.e.,

the value of pt for which the conputation time T is a rninimum,

Gentlemen and sande [18] ignore the auxiliary processes and the tine

for the transformation of the filter series and use Tr as the time

to be minimized, where Tt is now:

Tr = p/(n - C) x C x n x log(n).

where C is a constant.

(3.s.4 .2)

Then, under the assumptions that the filter length is very much smaller

in rnagnitude than the length of the input data series and that n is

continuous, they show that partial differentiation of equation

(3.3.4.2), with respect to n, yields the following expression:

q. = n/ (1 + log(n)) (3. s.4 .3)

In the example given, an optimum section length of 3Q0 is

suggested for a 50 point filter. In fact, of course, the convolution
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of a 50 point filter with a section of 300 data points wourd

produce an output segment of length s49. Now the constrai¡lts on n

viz. it must be an integral poweï of 2 and. must be greater or equal to
(pt+ q - 1), make it possible to increase this section length to 462

without any increase in computation tirne. Because n must be an

integral pol{Ier of 2 for the fast Fourier transforrn algorithm and is,
therefore, not continuous, equation (3.3.4.3) is not of great practical

use.

stockham suggests trial evaluations of equation (s.3.4.r) to

find the appropriate optimum section length. He also notes that nemory

(core storage) allocation has to be considered when n becomes very

large.

Empirical measurements of convolution times for different
filter and section lengths are discussed next.

3.3.+,2. E*pitiæl M"urrr"*"ntr fot optir* s".tior L"rgthr.

Figure 3.3 shows enpirical processing tines for different
filter and section lengths, measured on the university of Manitoba

IBM 360-65. The subroutine used was FTCONV and the timing method is
described in Appendix D. Subroutine FTCONV computes the convolution of
a linear filter with a sectioned oï segmented input series by the

Fourier transform product method. The section rengths in each case

were chosen so that the convolved output section length was a poler of
2- This represents the most efficient use of the transform product

nethod. Intermediate section lengths would be augmented to the next

highest integral porver of 2 and the processing times would, in fact,

follow a step function as is shown for the curve for a filter length of
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, 11. For representational purposes, however, the other times are connected

by a broken curve for each specific filter length

The general configuration of these empirical time curves shows

that, as the section length increases in value away fron that of the

filter, the processing time per unit output series, (i.e. times are

normalized with respect to the total output length) decreases very

rapidly to a minimum value, after which, it increases much more

gradually as the section length is increased.

As the filter length is i-ncreased so also does the optinum

section length, until, for filters of rengths of 500 or nore, it
approaches a value similar in magnitude to the unsectioned input data

series. Thus, for filters of these lengths, no actual mi_nimum was

obtained, though the curves do show that a dranatic reduction in

conputation tine can be achieved by using an output section length of
BI}Z (=213). Increasing the output section length to 16,J82! (=214) and a

doubling of the core storage requirements for FTCONV would not substan-

tially reduce computation times.

3.3.5 Conparison of Processing Times for Different Convolution Methods.

fn general, for filters of lengths normally employed in

digital data processing, the computation time for convolution can be

greatly reduced if the Fourier transform products method is used and

an optimum, or near optimum, section length is chosen.

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of computation times for a

direct method subroutine CONCNV and a fast Fourier transform product

subroutine FTCONV. Optinum, or near optirnum, section lengths were

chosen for the transforrn product computations. Except for smal1 filter
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lengths, where the direct method is the faster of the two, the trans-

form product nethod shows dranatíc reduction in processing tines,

particularly as the conputational effort increases.

Another cornparison of computation tines is shown in Figure 3.5.

Here the computation is for the autocoïrelation of a specific data

series. This process simply involves the convolution of a time series

with one comprising the identical series in reverse order. The data

chosen was the digitized ambient noise signal from a refraction seismi-c

record; this would be the first najor computation in the determination

of a least squares (Wiener) filter.

The subroutines used for the measurements were HEAT (auth.

E. A. Robinson), which ernploys direct multiplication and addition, and

FTCORR' rqhich performs the same convolution but uses Fourier transform

products. The same reduction in processing tines, as in Figure 3.4,

are evident.

Also displayed in Figure 3.5, are the empirical tines

published by s. M. simpson l3l for a similar range of measurements

using subroutines QACORR and FORAC. Subroutine QACORR ca1ls the fast

convolution program PROCOR, rvhich does not employ the transform

product method but replaces multiplication by sumnation by grouping

of the multipliers, (see paragraph 9.9.1.). FORAC is a direct method

subroutine which computes the Tukey approxination to the autocorrelation

function

Though the times for QACORR and FORAC were taken from an

IBM 7094 implenentation, the comparison in Figure 3.5, betr,reen direct

methods and indirect rnethods such as those enployed by FTCORR and
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QACORR, shows the same general relationship. rn addition, for data

seríes of lengths greateï than 1000, the fast Fourier transforrn prodúct

Íìethod shows an increasing smaller incrernent in computation time for
increasing input lengths, compared to that of QACORR.

3.3.6 Observed Error in Fast Fourier Transformation.

The nost rvidely used method for rneasuring the error introduced

during fast Fourier transformation processes is, to first transform a

series and, then, to recover the origì-nal series fron the finite Fourier

transform by inverse transforrnation. Gentlemen and sande [1g] have

derived the theoretical bound of the ratio of the ïoot mean sguaïe

(RMS) of the eïror and the original data for this method. Their

expression is given by:

llnll <2x 1.06x6rx exn)3/2x2-b (3. 3.6. 1)

where, tlnl I is the bound for rhe ratio RMS error/RMS data

N is the number of data elements,

n ís the radix (in this case 2), and

b is the number of bits in the characteristic (mantissa) of

the fixed length floating point

Results for the above experiment, using an IBM 360_65,

subroutine NLOGN and typical seisnic data series, are shown in

Figure 3.6. As Gentlernen and Sanè note the form of the theoretical

bound is a fairly good description of the form of the observed erïoïs,

though the magnitude of the theoretical bound is a good deal larger

than is typical of the empirical results. These results agree well
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with .those reported by Gentlemen and sande tl B] and with those of
Singleton [16].

when convolution is carried out using Fourier transform

products and fast Fourier transformation methods, the resultant,

overall error was found to be less than 0.1 and was not considered to

be significantly 1arge. Nunerical errors such as these, introduced as

a result of machine computation, can be considered as equivalent to

the instrument noise effects of analog circuits and are usually of
insignificant magnitude when conpared to the unwanted seísmic noise

actually recorded as data.

3.4 Conclusions.

conclusions from the results of the comparisons of digital
data processing techniques discussed in this chapter can be summarized

as follows.

1. Channel ,"gr"rra"tion or tTace

method for overcoming coïe stoïage problems

channel time series data.

sectioning is a practical

rvhen dealing rr'ith long rnulti-

2. The storage requirements for the generalized least

squares firter conputation can be considerably reduced by use of
auxiliary storage on direct access disc files.

3. Convolution by Fourier transform products, in conjunction

with fast Fourier transformation nethods, is far superior, in terms of
processing tines, to direct convolution methods, if the filter or

correlated time seri-es is of length greater than 100 elements. In

addition, the transform product nethod of convolution results in a
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reduction in computation times of the same order of nagnitude as

that afforded by previously published, nultiplier replacernent nethods.

. Accuracy measurements show that the magnitude of erroïs,

due to the use of fast Fourier transformations, is no.t significantly

1 arge .

5. Empirical time curves for convolution of sectioned

input series, using transform products, show the necessity for

choosíng optinum, or near optinun, section lengths.
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CHAPTER ]V

FILTER DES]GN AND PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

4.I Introduction.

Related to the question of efficient implementation

techniques in digital data processing is the problem of parameter and

design criteria for the conputation of digital filters. In particular,

the use of an unnecessarily long filter operator will result in an

inherently inefficient data process even though optimum implementation

techniques are used.

The ciiteria for the design of a specific filter depend

largely on the particular application and the underlying assumptions

concerning the data, For the purpose of a prelirninary investigation

into these problems, a linear prediction filter was devised and tested

on some seisrnograms recorded as part of refraction surveys conducted

by the Uníversity of Manitoba Geophysics department. The objectives of

this type of surveying and the general principles of prediction error

filtering have been outlined in Chapter II.

The FORTRAN subroutine used to cornpute the numerical

coefficients of the different prediction filters was IVIENR3. This is a

modification of subroutine I{IENR (auth.: E. A. Robinson) which uses the

recursion method of Wiggins and Robinson for least squares multichannel

filter computation, (see paragraph 2,3,3).
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4.2 Filter Paraneters and Design Criteria.

The known quantities in the normal equations, whicli define

multichannel filter coefficients, are the autocorrelation of the

input seriesrand the cross comelation of the input series and the

desired output series. In the case of the linear prediction filter
the desired output is a time advanced portion of the input series and

the cross correlation function is, therefore, the autocorrelation of
the input series for lags advanced in time by an amount equal to the

prediction span.

Thus, the first step in the design of a filter is to obtain

an estirnate of the true autocoïrelation function frorn a finite portion,

or sanple, of the input series and this requires a decision as to the

nuinber of channels and lengths (time gate) of inputs to be included in

this sample. This estimate is further improved by srnoothing or

tapering of the finite autocorrelation function. The type of
snoothing operatoï ot ,i".a"al window and the amount of snoothing or

tapering of the autocorrelation estimate are two additional variables

in filter d,:sign.

The rnost irnportant criterion in the choice of a filter, from

the point of vietr' of efficient data processing, is of course the length,

or number of elements, in the filter operator and this parameter is

closely associated with the behaviour of the normali zed mean square

eïIor curve.

The measurements and discussion of this chapter deal with

effect of variation of the above variables in filter conputation on

overall filter perfonnance and the computational effort involved in

the

the

the
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application of the filter to the data. These filter parameteïs can

be summarized as follows:

i) Length and number of channers comprising the input data sanple.

ii) Type and length of smoothing operator used to improve the

estimate of the true autocorrelation function.

iii) The length or number of elements in the filter opeïatoï.

The effect of variation of prediction span was not investigated

as the required length of undisturbed output following a signal arrival

was taken to be a constant 100 time units (0.17 secs.).

4.3 The Normalized Mean Square Error.

The recursive ¡nethod of Wiggins and Robinson, for the

cornputation of the filter coefficients, proceeds by calculating a

filter operatoî of increasing length until either, a rnaximurn length has

been achieved, or, the normalized mean square erroï has reached some

previously specified condition. The mean square eïïoï between the

desired output and actual output is norrnalized rvith respect to the

first term of the desired output autocorrelation function. rt is

conputed at each step in the filter recursion, that is, for each length of

filter operator there is an associated normalized mean squate eïïoï.

This error tern, thus, affords a quantitative measure of the

effectiveness of a filter in the range of the given input sarnple data

from which the filter is derived. The overall effectiveness of the

filter, when applied to data outside this range, depends on the

validity of the basic assunption, that the statistical properties of

the time series are tirne-invariant and remain constatlt throughout the
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chosen range of applicability of the filter. Because this assumption

is often only approximately true the normalized rnean square error

cannot serve as a quantitative measure of overall filter effectiveness.

It is very useful, holvever, in demonstrating the effect of paraneter

variation on the filter characteristics.

A typical normalized rnean square error curve for íncreasing

filter lengths is shown in Figure 4.1. The error term decreases

fairly rapidly at first and then levels off to an almost stationaïy

value rvhich decreases very little, if at all, with increase in filter

length.

4.4

4.4.r.

Estimation of the Autocorrelation Function.

Length of Input Sample.

Most writeis recommend that the length of time series, used

for the calculation of the estimate of the autocorrelation function,

should be as great as possible. T'he assumption is that, by drawing the

input data sample from as large a tirne span as possible, the effect of

variation, with time, of the statistical properties of the ambient

seismic noise, rvill thereby be averaged out.

Jenkins [fg], on the other hand, states that the length of the sample

and,hence the number of time increments (1ags), need only be sufficient

to compute the finite autocorrelation function to a length where it has

decreased to an insignificantly snal1 nagnitude. Wherever practical,

therefore, the anbient noise autocorrelation functions for the channels

involved, or at least a representative nr:mber of th.em, should be

inspected to allol choice of a suitable input sanple length.
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Figure a.2@) shows a typical exarnple of a single channel

autocorrelation function while Figure 4.2(b) shows a conparable funct'ion

for a random series of the same length rvhich has also been frequency

filtered with a bandpass of 0-30 cps. The similarity. between the

two functions supports the assumption that the presignal noise recorded

on the seisnogram corresponds to random noise in the statistical sense.

In Figure a.2@), as the lags increase, the function

continues to oscillate at a low but fairly constant rate. Jenkins [20]

states that, when an autocorrelation function fails to danp out according

to expectatio:'t, this is due to correlations between adjacent ordinates.

He further states that the magnitude of the residual periodicities

will increase as the nunber of tine series terms, used in the estimate,

decreases. This indicates that the input sample length should be of

sufficient length to avoid augmenting this effect.

In this example the nain peak of the autocorrelation is

adequately delineated by lags from -100 to +100. That there is sufficient

statistical information in this portion of the function is confirmed when

it is used to computè a linear prediction filter. It was found that

the normalizeð, mean square erïoï shorr,ed only slight reduction for

filter lengths greater than 60. It nust be remembered that in the

recuïsive filter computation the central term (i.e. the rnaximum

value) of the autocorrelation is first used and then successively

longer filters are calculated using an increasing number of ordinates

of the autocorrelation function.

4.4.2. ffre nr¡n¡er of ciranners lin the linput Sanpte.

The sane considerations which apply to single channel auto-
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correlatíon estimates apply also to the multichannel case. The

number of data points included in each channel input sample must be

sufficient to produce an autocorrelation function which does not

produce large residual periodicities and which successfully delineates

a good approxination to the nain peak of the true autocorrelation function.

Otherwise, it is obvious that the multichannel case

incorporates samples of the anbient micro-seisnic noise from different

locations corresponding to the different geophone locations in the

field recording layout. Consequently a much more representative sampling

of the presignal noise is obtained.

Figure 4.3 shols different error curves for different number

of channels used in the filter calculation. For filters of lengths

greater than 30 the error term is smaller for increasing number of

channels, though it appears that, in thís example at least, progressively

less advantage is to be gained at each increase in the nunber of

channels. Thus, while ttr" gt"uter computational effort required to

conpute a 6 channel filter is offset by the srnaller length filter

required for a specific residual error, this would not necessarily be

true for an increase from 6 to 9 channels. The different shape of the

9 channel curve could be due to the inclusion of different noise

characteristics fron the additional 3 channels rvhich have been

s ampled.

4.5 Type and Length of Smoothing Operator

The effect of smoothing the finite autocorrelation function

with a spectral window is to reduce the variance of the estimate of the
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true autocorrelation function. It can be shown (see Jenkins [ZO]) that,

in the statistical sense, a snoothed autocorrelation function from a

short sample series often provoides a better estinate of the true

autocorrelation function than an unsmoothed autocorrelation function

derived from an input sarnple of nuch greater length. It is, therefore,

a very practical way of reducing the required computation for a specific

filter calculation.

Jenkins [19, 20 ] has shorvn that the empirical approach to

srnoothing is the most pïactical. He has also shown that the actual

forrn or type of the smoothing operator is of far less inportance than

the bandrvidth, or amount of smoothing, rvhich is carrj-ed out. Subroutine

WIENR3 uses the Bartlett spectral ruindow, which, in the tirne dornain,

is equivalent to multiplying each terrn of the finite autocorrelation

function by the weight w(t) defined by:

ILt
LW , ltl < tw

hr(t) =

{ , ltl > LW

where Ll{ is the length of the lag window and

t is the time index

the frequency dornain the Bartlett spectral window can be considered

a snoothing operator ltl(f) of the form:

In

as

W(f)=l,Wx( SlN T f
LW

where f is the frequency.

nf
LW
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Figure 4.4 shows the form of a particular single channel

autocorrelation function, in the time domain, for various lengths of'
lag windows. The severest tapering occurs for small values of lag

window lengths (Llv). As LW is increased, a point is reached where

further increase produces 1itt1e, if any, change in the autocoïïelation

function. This point is usually reached when LW is approximately

equal to the length of the input sample length. Thís is further

illustrated in Figure 4.5, where the effect on the normalized mean

square error curves of differing lag window lengths is shown, for

two different 3 channel cases.

As can be seen from a cornparison of Figures 4.S(a) and

4.5(b) the nost marked effect of variation of lag window rength

occuïs for the smaller input sanple lengths.

The actual 1ag window length which should be used for a

given autocoïïelation es Limate must be chosen to form a compromise

between a large value of LW, which produces a relatively sma11 amount

of smoothing and a low residual erroï term, and a sma1l value of LW,

which gives a ,high degree of tapering and a large residual erïor

term. Jenkins [20] shows that this rep::esents a compromise between a

high bias and a lolv variance in the estimate of the true autocorrelation

function. He proposes an enpirical procedure rvhich consists in starting

with a large bandwidth (large LW) which is then decreased until

sufficient detail is apparent, in the frequency domain, for the purpose

of the estination. When conputing digital filters for seismic data

processing, it would probably be moïe pïactical to choose that value

of 1ag window length, which, if increased, would not produce any rarge
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Teduction in the erïor terms for a specific filter length. This value

has been sholn (see Figure 4.5) to be approximately equal to the

length of the input sample.

If it is impractical to examine the autocorrelation function

of all the data, i.e. if a standard filter computation is being

devised for a large number of seisnic records, a fairly good rule of

thunb might be to always set LW equal to the length of input time

series sarnple from which the true autocorrelation function is to be

estimated.

4.6 Filter Operator Length.

Theoretically, the greater the length of filter operator

computed the greater the reduction in mean square error between the

actual output and the desired output. However, in practice, increasing

the filter lengtir. beyond a certain point does not necessarily lead to

any significant reduction in the error term (see Figure 4.1).

Ernpirical results also indicate that most filter lengths that would be

appropriate would be considerably less than 100.

In addition, published results of various least squares

filter applications, confirm that filters of greater lengths than 100

are seldom employed.

Unless conposite filters are to be used (see paragraph 5.1)

these lengths of operators require direct convolution methods of

application (see Figure 3.4). It is, therefore, essential for efficient

data processing of substantial amounts of data that the mininurn

acceptable filter length be enployed, and this requires inspection or
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nonitoring of the behaviour of the normalized mean square error term.

4..7 Predictíon Filtering of Actual Data.

The mean square error between the actual and desired outputs

is a measure of the effectiveness of the filter for that specific portion

of the input time series from which it is derived. The filter, however,

has to be effective over the whole of that portion of the tirne serj-es

to which it is to be applied. rn the case of the linear prediction

fi1te4 the filter is applied to that portion of the seisnic record

immediately preceding and including the first eneïgy arrivals.

As Peacock and Treitel [21] point out, one measurement of

the effectiveness of prediction filtering is the reduction in energy

content of the output tine seríes relative to the energy of the input

series. Linear prediction filtering has the advantage that no scaling

constanûs are introduced in the filtering process.

Figures 4,6 anð,4.7 shorv the results of the application of

tl^¡o, 3 channel, pïediction filters to specific traces on refraction

seismograms R-49 and RB-3. fn eacir case the prediction erroï series

have been frequency filtered with a bandpass of 0-J0 cps. Figure 4.6

shows the output from each stage in the filtering pïocess rvhile

figure 4.7 illustrates the comparison between prediction filt'ered and

simple frequency filtered traces.

No quantitative measurements of the reduction in noise energy

were made as the results are by no means conclusive and the design of

the filters is entirely preliminary. Honever, a definite reduction in

noise energy is apparent in the frequency filtered prediction eïror
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output. The fact that the P-waves, or first eneïgy signals, rvere not

developed,courd be due to the field recording, amplitude, settings

being too high to include the very weak first arrival energies within

the dynamic amplitude range of the recording systen. . rt should be

noted, in this context, that very high magnitude energy arrivals

occur imnediately after the first eneïgy arrivals andrif the initial
anplitude settings are too high,overmodulation of the FM recording

system night occur. A great deal of experimentation remains to be

carried out in this particular field before definite conclusions can

be reached.

4.8 Conclusions

The results presented in this chapter are by no means

exhaustive and are drawn from a very snal1 sample of the total seismie

data on hand. However, they do show how suitable choice of filter
length, which itself is affected by both lag window length and

input sample length, can substantially reduce processing times for
digital filtering

rt has also been shown how the various filter parameters

interact and how preliminary examination of the autocorrelation function

and norrnalized mean squaïe error is of utmost importance in the design

of an effective filter.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

The detailed conclusions and discussion of results on

inplementation techniques and filter païameter optimization are given

in Chapters III and IV. This chapter deals with the overall conclusions

and extends the discussion to include further work which might be

camied out in this field.

5.1 Implenentation Techniques.

use of segmented or sectioned input data and auxiliary

disk storage techniques solves the najority of storage problems which

arise during seisnic refraction data processing. However, storage

requirernents are sti1l fairly large if filters incorporating rnore than

6 channels are being computed. This factor.may be critical in the

choice of the number of channels used if a larger number of channels

produces only a marginal irnprovement in the filtered output.

The Fourier transform product method of convolution, conbined

with the fast Fourier transform technique, is undoubtedly the best

nethod for convolution of time series with rnore than 100 elements. At

present this nethod probably finds greatest application in the conputation

of comelation functions.

The fact that rnost of the filters, investigated so far, are

not of sufficient lengths, by thenselves, to wamant the use of tlr-e

transform product netliod of convolution, does not preclude its use for
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filter convolution. Because convolution is a rinear pïocess, and

because it is both commutative and associative, filters can themselves

be convolved to form conposite filters prior to application to the

data. Thus, if. a data process requires several filtering operations,

and this is the normal situation, all the filters would be combined

together (by convolution) and the resultant composite filter would be

convolved with the data on a one-pass system. The length of such

conposite filters would probably be such that the Fourier transform

produce convolution rnethod would be the nore efficient. Furtheïmore,

this technique has the added advantage of reduction in input-output

operations including tape unit rewinding and auxiliary storage of

intermediate results.

5.2 Filter Parameters.

Results in Chapter IV shol the effect of variation of

different filter pararneters in the design of least squaïes (wiener)

filters. Very rarely can specific rules be laid down for the choice of

actual parar.reters. This is particularly true of the estimate of the

true autocorrelation function, which plays a major role in the solution

of the normal equations. Jenkin s l2t] has shown that the various

optimal criteria approaches are open to criticism and that an empirical

approach is the most practical for the choice of the finite autocorrelation

function.

Certainly it cannot be enphasized too strongly that haphazard

and indiscriminate choice of filter parameters often leads to wasted

col¡puter time and to erroneous conclusions as to the effectiveness of
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a particular least squares filtering pïocess

rt is, therefore, recommended that, until enough data has b'een

processed and sufficient specific examples have been evaluated, both the

autocorrelation functions and normalized mean square error curves be

carefully examined before a finar filter design is chosen for
application to the data. When an effective and economical filter has

been found, of course, the pïocess can be standardi zeð, anð. the fu11

benefit from the pilot studies can be realizeð..

5.3 Further Research possibilities.

The possibilities of furtheï ïeseaïch in the design and

application of digítal filters aïe many and varied, particularly the

problem of deconvolution, for which the linear prediction filter is a

basic cornponent. Most of the cuïïent literature deals rvith reflection
seismic records and rnany of the digital processing rnethods, so far
published, are not necessarily appropriate for crustal refraction
studies. However, this research belongs more properly to the field
of Seismology.

From the point of view of research in the field of
Computing Science two topics or aïeas of research night be considered.

The first is the development of a fast multiplication method ivhich could

be used to replace direct convolution for filters (or tine series) of
lengths less than 100. A useful starting point for this work would be

the comparison and description of multiplication algorithms by

D. E. Knuth 1221,
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A second topic rnight deal with program organization and

the use of peripheral access devices. Preliminary seismic data processes

involving standard operations, such as frequency filtering, result in

fairly long progran times, only a small portion of rvhich can be ascribed

to the convolution conputation. An investigation into the possibilities
of paral1e1 processing and the use of intermediate fast access devices

in conjunction rvith magnetic tape peripherals could lead to a substantial

reduction in prograrn run times. This study would, of course, deal with

a particular rnachine implementation and rr'ould belong to the field of

systems analysis.

5.4 Final Conclusion.

One of the major advantages of the implementation of high

leve1 prograrnming .languages, such as FORTRAN, is that it enables workers

in nany fields to design digital data processes specifically suited

to their own individual needs. By the same token, this involves a

responsibility to ensure, as much as possible, that the programs are

efficient and not wasteful of storage and computer time. Nowhere is

this rnore apparent than when large amounts of data have to be processed

and it is particularly true when time series data, such as seismic

records, have to be filtered and no special puïpose hardware is

available.

Most of the published subroutines are written to demonstrate

the principles involved rather than to provide a practical and

efficient nethod of large scale data processing. It is hoped that

the naterial presented in this paper will enable workers in this field
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APPENDIX A

SEISMIC DATA RECORDING SYSTEM

4.1 Field Recording System

The data gathering and preliminary processing system for

seisnic refraction records, used by the Geophysics department of the

University of Manitoba, is shown in Figure 4.1(a). The signal voltages

fron each of the 12 geophones, or geophone groups, are recorded both on

photographic paper, as galvanometer traces, aldon frequency modulated

rnagnetic tape. The photographic display is used primarily for nonit-

oring in the field and for analog playbacks. Variable recording

pararneters include constant gain amplifiers, with attenuation settings

ranging from Odb to 66db, and frequency filters (one filter to two

input channels) with settings ranging fron 0 cps (open) to 44 cps.

A frequency setting of 16 cps would result in attenuation of all

frequencies above 16 cps. No low cut filter settings are avaílable,

i.e. the pass band is open for low frequencies. The 12 input channels

are displayed at two gain settings on the 24 trace camera record, the

relative difference being of the order of 12db.

Time calibration is provided on the photograpl-ric records by

a standard timing device which displays 10 nillisecond interval

tining lines. 0vera11 tine control, for determining the shot instant,

is achieved by recording the standard radio tine signal (station WWVB),

transnitted by the U.S. Bureau of Standards Station at Fort Collins,

Colorado. This signal is superi:nposed on channel 24 of the galvanoneter
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RECORDING SYSTET,I

Seismometer

Anplifiers

Filters

Carnera

FM System

Tape Recorder

A/D Converter

TYPICAL FIELD RECORDING PAII{M]TERS

Dynanite charge

Shotpoint to recording location distance

Frequency bandpass

Amplifier gain (attenuation)

FTALL SEARS (1 cps);
Refraction geophones.

TEX. INSTR. VLF system;
12 channels; Attn: 0-66 db.

TEX. INSTR. VLF system;
6 channels;
High cut: 0-44 cps,
Low cut: open

24 trace, Line Galvo.

S. I . E. 14 chan:re1;
Carrier Freq. 3375 cps.

AMPEX, 14 channel,
I inch tape.

RADIATION INC.
16 channel input;
7 channel output.
channel sample rate:
0 .0017 secs .

500 - 800 lbs.
(in 90 ft. water).

60 - 340 kiloneters

open - 16 cps

48 db - 24 db.

FIGURE A.2 SEIST{IC INSTRU}{ENT SPECIFICATIONS
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camera and is recorded on channel 13 of the FM tape. If radio

reception is too poor for comrnunication between the shotpoint and

recording positions, the hIWVB standard time signal is used to designate

a specific time for charge detonation.

The instrument specifications and typical field recording

settings are listed in Figure A,.2.

A,.2 Analog to Digital ConVersion.

Conversion of the analog field data to IBli{ digital forrnat is

carried out using the Radiation Inc, A/D converter. This device

samples all input channels at a rate of 7000 cps, giving a channel

sample rate of 1.71 nilliseconds. The data sanples are subsequently

nultiplexed and written on 7 channel, IBM, one inch tape in blocks of

!202, 2byte, words. The first two data words of a block are reserved

for record and block identification and the remaining 1200 data words

cornprise 100 samples from each of the 12 seismic channels (see Figure

4.1(b)). The digitized voltage levels range from -2047 to +2047,

corresponding to analog signal voltages with a ful1 scale range of

+2 volts to -2 volts.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION 0F TilE NORMAL EQUATIONS FOR

AN OPTIMIJM FINITE MULTICI.IANNEL FILTER

The filter is optimized in the least squares sense, i.e. by

the constraint that the average squared difference, between the

desired and actual outputs, be a ninimum.

The follotving terms and definitions are used in the derivation

of the normal equations:

Input Series, channel i ., at time t . . .
I

Actual output series, channel j, tine t ...... yj

Desired output series ...... z.
J

Number of input channels ... n

Number of output channels ....... m

,

t

,

,

,

,

t

r L¡

t

,t

,t

,t

Mean squared enor over all times .. . . e2

The derivation starts by the convolution of a multichannel

input series x. - with a multichannel filter f. to produce an' lrt -irj rt -- r---

actual output series yj,r. Then the optimun filter coefficients are

expressed in terms of the system of normal equations obtained by

differentiating, rvith respect to firjra, the rnean square error

between the actual and desired time series and letting this quantity

Length of input series

Length of nultichannel

Filter coefficient at

Error squared at time
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- equal zero.

The particular choice of desired output z,j,t specifies the

type of filter being designed. Thus, the derivation is completely

general.

If *i,a is the input element on the ith channel at time t

and yj,, is the output elernent on the jth channel, then yj,, can be

expressed as the convolution of *i,a with the (so far unknown) filter

coett].c].ents, l_.e.

r. À.
].rJ rl( 1rt-K (8. 1)

Now the error square between desired output and actual output is given

by:

and substituting equation (8.1) for Ij,at

tT=

If the convolution is carried out for the whole length of the finite input

time series, i.e. for t = 1, ..., p, the resulting output series t/ill

be of length p + q - 1. A1so, the rnean square error (e2) for the jth

output channel will be given by:

mI
j=1

nI
i=1

q

t
nr

Y j," = L
í=1

n^ r
"'r= L (tj,, -'i,r)''

j=1
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62= (p*q-1)

which, using Equation (8.2), becomes:

p+q- II
t=1

e'- t

-t1ê-=-" (p + q - t) (tr,j,k *i,j-k "j,r)'

nIi=I

m

T
j=1

q

T
k=l

The nean square eruor is ninimized by setting its partial derivatives,

with respect to the filter coefficients, equal to zero, i.e.;

aã2
afurVrS

where the extra subscripts are introduced to denote the following;

u is the input channel,

v is the output channel, and

s is the specific m x n filter matrix element.

Now, for any particular filter coefficient fr,,r,r, the partial

derivative of the mean square error is given by:

ae2 1

ðf-- = G'rqLtutvrs

1

Tp.qriÏ

(tr,u,k *i,t-k - 'r, X
u, t-s

'Ë'['t t ,r]

and, setting this equal to zero, results j-n the equation:

ä't,Ë,
J
)- 

(tr,t,k *i, t-k - zt, ,']
x =0u, t-S

k=1

(8.4)



Reananging the terms, and discarding the constant

nIi-1 Ë
k-1

Rearranging the summation:

^1f--i,v,k (p+q-1)
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p+q- 1

f(p*q-i) L
t=1

fY-1*i,v,k "i,t-k (p*q-1)

g].ves:

p+q- 1

\-
/-
t=1

p+q- II
t=1

n+o- 1I
t=1

qI
k=1

nI
i=1

Lt\vrt urt-s

YY=1-'i, t-k "u, t-s (p*q-1) zxv, t u, t-s

Now, rirurs-k,

is defined as:

the autocorrelation

Lim 1

p-r- Gq:Ð

(B. s)

function of the input series *i,a

*irt-k xurt-s 
'

(B .6)

function of the input series *ir,

, is defined as:

v,t xu,t-s' (B'7)

into equation (8.5) gives:

(8. B)

ri, urs-k

and s . thecross"vrurs'
with the desired output

p+q-1I
t=1

tion

z.1rt

p+q- 1

L
t=1

corre 1 a

s eries

Lim 1ovrurs p* (p*q-1)

Substituting these entities

II. ].rVrl( ,urs-k =O ovrurs'

n

T
i=1

qI
k=1

r.
1

where the subscript ranges are given by:
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Equation

Let, Ft

i = 1r. .

a=l

v = [1,'

srk = 1r..

(8.8) can also

tl,1,k

I
I. nrlrK

. rfl ;

.rm t

.. rn] ;

. rQ

be written

Itlrmrk

.

¡I.nrmrk

in natrix

, R. =I

notation.

ï1 ,1,i

r-.n, I,l_

ï_lrnr1

ïrIrnr]-

and c'o1r1rs '

:

6mr 1rs '

then equation (8.8) becomes:

IrT, r;,...,rT1

Equations (8.8) and (8.9)

least squares, multichannel filter.

the cross correlation function G,

of either equation (B.B) or equation

coefficients FK(k = 1,...,q).

IG1 
' 
c2 .ol (B.e)

are the normal equations for a finite,

The autocomelation function Ri and

are the known quantities and solution

(8.9) yields the numerical filter

s_"1 ,l

o'on, n

']

[-,

l,
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APPENDIX C

CONVOLUTION

Convolution is the basic computation for the application of

digital filters to tine series data. It is also the nethod for the

computation of both cross correlation and autocorrelation functions.

Figure C.1 shorvs the cornputation scheme for direct convolution

of a single channel filter (f1,...,t0) with a discrete time series

comprising the data elements (xo,.. .,*r) , where t is the time index.

The successive elements of the resultant output series yt are computed

by the noving sumrnation of the input seríes elements, weighted by the

corresponding filter coefficients, which are arranged in reverse order.

The length of the output series is p+q-l , where q is the length of

the filter and p is the length of the input series which is to be

filtered.

This computation can be expressed algebraically as:

or as a FORTRAN program segnent by:

C FILTER LENGTI-I LF, INPUT LENGTH LX.

D0 1 I=1, LX
D0 1 J=1, LF
K=I+J-1

1 Y (K) =Y (K) +F (J) nX (I) '

The multichannel case is simply an extension fron scalar to

q

v - ) f.)lt- L 'k *t-k' xt-k*l
k=1



n

tt-oo, xt-q
es

*t-o-,

I

ry

f
-oI

(vutrrpiv)

,.I-2

Figure C.1 Numerical Convolution Computation Scheme
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Õ
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matrix multiplication where the input and output channels comprise a

seriesof nxl and mxl vectorsandthefilterisan mxn

dimensional matrix. Algebraically it can be expressed as:

v. ='Jrt

where Y; * it the output element at time t on the jth output channel.
JtL

A FORTR.AN program segment rvhich would implement this process rvould be:

D0 1 I=I,LX
DO 1 J=I,LF
IJ=I -J+1
DO 1 L=I,N
D0 1 K=l,M

1 Y(K, IJ) =Y(K, IJ)+F(K,L,J) xX(L, I)

In the case of cross correlation (autocorrelation is the special

case where the time series is correlated with itself), the identical

process is carried out, except that the filter coefficients are now

replaced by the data elements of the tine series with which correlation

is to be carried out. Thus, the algebraic expression for the single

channel cross correlation function rt, between two seriet *y and yt

is given by:

f=t *k It_k*1,

nr
L
i=1

qr
I . ti,j,k *i,r-k+l'
Fr

t^¡here *t and yt are of length q.

Alternatively, as Robinson [11] shows, if the z transforrnsl

1Th" 
" transforn is a polynonial in z whose coefficients are the tine

series data elements.
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C FLli P/,tì.4¡l :TËL LXPLAt,i¡1 TIC\ Sf:: SUrrfì0UTIll[ !rfTCNV;
t) l r.tt: l, s I t ,l F ( L l r x x U_ I r x F T ( 1 )

ct):lÞL;X c12l ! Xc(2 l rl, tl
IF(IS'1"¡¡E"01 GO T(; I2c
LXFT=LT:+LXX-1
I S r¿= I

C 0ìTAIlr P0,.¿ttì tlF 2 .GE" CJTPUI StClt0t'¡ ¡El.lclH
D[r II5 l=1r2,.r
l,¡=2.I:ì. I
N2=l
¡ F ( N" GtiJ LXF T I G0 T0 12.,

t l5 cÜi{l I Ill.JE

C LXFT tTUT i]F ;IÁ\GE
tSl',1=9e
Rt- TURN

C MAKE AUGI.ILIiTED COI'iPLTX A;ÌFAY FF]OI{ TIlE REAL i¡]TUT SFRIES
l2(ì IF =C

I X=0
D0 l3,J l=t¡i,t
IF=IF+I
¡x=IX+I
IF(IF"GT"LFI G(] TO !,25
Ct-=F( IF)
cO Tt) 12 ó

125 CF=C.C
I26 IF(IX"GI,LXXI GO TC IZ7

xP=XX(lxl'
GC T0 130

127 XFI=0" {)

ll0 C( I l=Cl{PLX(CFrXRl
C OÙTÅIIi FOURIEF. Tíì,\¡,¡SFORM

CALL \LNGÀI(N2 ;C I-1" CI
C RÊCOVÊR II¡PUT SERIES Tf<ÂtISFOI.}IS Ä¡IO HULTIPLY TOGETHER.

Afr=REÀL(C(11)
A I = J" C

A=CÈlPLX(ARr/.! t
BR=-1" 0':Alt.lÂG( C ( I ) I
BI=0"0'
B=C¡lpLX(gRrBIl
XC(11=Å;B
DO l40 I=l¡N
K=N-I+2
A=0,5- ( C ( I t +COt{Jc (C (K ) I I

BR=_oo 54 f AIMAG(C(K, ¡ +¡ It:aG(C( I I I I
BI =0" 5ì ( F.EAL (C ( I ) )-RÉAL (C( Kl I )

B=CHPLX{3R,BIl
Iír1 XC(il=4.=B

C INVER,SE TRAIISFORM TO OETIIN ìËAL CC]NVOLVED IJUTÞUT SEI{IE5.
CALL I.ILOGN(N2 rXCI I"C )

DO L5,l I=IrLxFT
l5C XF T( I l=-1"1,.R8ÂL(XC( i I I

Ê É TURN
F ¡iD

Figure C.2 Sampje FORTRAN Program for'singte Channel Convolution
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of the various filter opeïators and discrete time series are taken,

convolution may be considered as polynonial nultiplication. Thus, if
Y(z), x(z) and F(z) are the respective z transforrns of an output

series yt formed by convolution of an input series *t with a

filter operator ft, the convolution can be shown to be equivalent to:

Y(z) = F(z) X(z).

T}.e z transforms are, in the nultichannel case, matrix pol1'nomiars i.e.
the polynomíar coefficients aïe matrices, oïr alternatively can be

considered as matrices with polynornial elements (Lambda natrices).

Convolution by Fourier transform products is a direct result

of the expression of convolution as z tTansform polynonial rnultiplication,

for, it can be shown that, when z is restricted to 1ie on the unit

circle, the z transform becomes the Fourier transform, i.e.

- -2ttífL=e

The computation scheme for this method is shown in Figure 3.2

and a sanple FORTRAN prograrn for single channel convolution is shown in

Figure C. 2.
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APPENDIX D

EXPERIMENTAL I{ETHOD FOR EMPIRiCAL TIN,IE MEASUREIVIENTS

Empirical time measurements rvere made usíng IBM system

subroutines $TARTM and $TOPTM. These two routines permit FORTRAN users

to tine the execution of a portion of code as is illustrated in the

following program segment.

C TO TIME THE EXECU|ION OF SUBROUT]NE FTCONV
SUBTOT=O.0
CALL $TARTr,r(SUBTOT)
CALL FTCONV(LF, F, LXX, XX, XFT, ISI\I)
CALL $TOPrM(SUBrOr)

C SUBTOT NOW CONTAINS TIT{E INTERVAL BETI,{EEN TIIE
C FTCONV CALL AND THE RETURN TO THE MAIN PROGRAIvI.

The time recorded isrrwall'r time and ís accurate to rvithin

16.67 milliseconds.

Times measured in this fashion on the University of Manitoba

IBM 360-65 are subject tò error due to other progïarns running concurrently

under MVT (Multiprocessing with a variable number of Tasks). Thus a

tine interval, measured by the ilrr,al1rr or "clock" tirning mechanism, is

guaranteed to equal active CPU task time only if the systern is completely

free of other programs.

Because of the large number of tine measuïements needed, for
example, to measure the processing time of segmented series convolutíon,

it was found to be impractical to tneasure active CPU task time fron the
,i i

CPU step time statistics; this being the only current alternative.

Also it was deemed unrealistic to exclude all other users to guarantee

coincidence of rrclocktt tine and active CpU task tine.
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fnstead, if a time measurement appeaïed too 1arge,. the

program would be rerun until a minimum value had been recorded more

than once. Typical time variations, due to system interference, were

rneasured by repeated execution of the same piece of coding and were

found to be in the region of L2%. This was considered smal1 enough in

nagnitude to not obscure the overall time relationships which lvere the

main obj ective of the experirnents.
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APPENDIX E

SUBROUTINE INDEX

Subroutine
Nane Function

C00L Convolution by Fourier [14] McCowan, D. l{., not
Transform Products for IBM FORTRAN

sys tems

CONCV Direct Convolution of (*) Burgess, P.4., Modi-
segnented single channel fication of HEAT
series

DH-ART{ Fast Fourier Transform (**) Dcuble precision
version of ÈIARM

FFT4 Fast Fourier Transform ï23J Singteton, R.C., used
With SINCNV.

FORAC Direct computation of Tukey t3] Simpson, S. M.,
Approx. of autocorrelatj-on

'Fn

FREQ. Convolves l{u1tichannel, (*) Burgess, P.A. , uses
sectioned input with single direct metlÌod
channel filter

FICONV Single channel convolution (*) Burgess, P.A.
by Fourier Transform products

FTCORR Single channel correlation (") Burgess, P.A. Uses
NLOGN and Transform
products

HARM Fast Fourier Transform (*") IBN,Í

HEAT lr{ultichannel Convolution t4] Robinson, E. A.
Direct method

I\'ÍCONV Multichannel convolution for (*) Burgess , P.A. modi-
segmented input fication of HEAT

MFTCNV Multichannel convolution (*) Burgess, P.4., uses
for segmented input and Fourier Transform.

Products

Source
Reference Author and Renarks
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Subroutine
Name

NLOGN

PROCOR

QACORR

REVFT4

REALTR

RHARM

SINCNV

I{IENER

WiENRS

**

Available fron

IBII{ Scientific
offi ce .

Source
ReferenceFunction

Fast Fourier Transform 14l

Author and Remarks

Convolution by multiplier
substitution

Computes autocoïïelation

Fast Fourier Transform

Re-orders Reverse binary
ordered vector

Fast Fourier Transform

Circular Convolution of
two real vectors

Computes general multi-
channel least squares
(Wiener) filter

(See WIENER)

Robinson, E. A. A
revision and modification
of COOL

Sinpson, S.M. !{ritten
in FAP; machine dependent
for IBM 7094

Simpson, S.M. Uses
PROCOR

Singleton, R.C. used
with SINCNV

Singleton, R.C. used
with SINCNV

IBM. Uses HARIT{

Singleton, R.C.
FORTRAN version of
uncertified Algo1
procedure

Robinson, E.A. Uses
recursion algorithn

Burgess, P.A.
Modification of
WIENER using auxiliary
disk storage.

I3l

l3l

[23]

123)

(n*)

12 3l

t4l

(*)

author at Computer

Subroutine Package

Centre, University of Manitoba.

. Available fron any IBM branch


